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of capillary tubes x, thence after passing over a soda-lime drier k, the gas enters M as previously
described.
The mode of action of the apparatus is as follows : — The cold gas entering mm by the pipe F
is heated by passing over the bundle of capillary tubes w conveying the hot gas away from the
contact substance h. Thus the entering gas is, by the time it has left \v, preheated to a
temperature of 400° -500° C-, and in so doing has abstracted practically all the excess heat from the
hot gas passing away from B, so that this latter, by the time it reaches the pipe XX, is practically
at atmospheric temperature, while at the same time the entering .gas, by the time it reaches the
heating coil A, is already at a high temperature, so that practically no loss of heat occurs. For this
reason w is called the "heat regenerator." The hot gas thus entering the tube ss is further heated
in its passage by the electrical heating coils surrounding the end of the tube ss to a temperature of
Soo0-iooo° C. The hot gas then passes into the contact substance H, which is maintained by the hot
gas at a temperature of 5OO°-7oo° C. Here the formation of ammonia lakes place, 3-7 per cent.
of the entering nitrogen and hydrogen escaping as NH:{, along with excess of uncombined nitrogen
and hydrogen. The hot mixture of gases from B then streams through the series of fine capillary
tubes w, and in so doing gives up practically all its heat to the cold entering stream of gas coming
into the apparatus at F. The gaseous mixture, now cooled to ordinary temperatures, passes away
through the pipe XX into the pump p, working at 2CO atmospheres, and then passes through the
series of metallic capillary tubes x. While passing through these it meets with a cold stream of
gas at -60° C. coming from the vessel H. Consequently the gas in the capillary tubes xx parts
xvith its heat to the cold gas coming from h, being itself chilled in so doing, and passes out of x
through the pipe dd into h at a temperature only slightly above that of the cold gas escaping from
H. The cold gas passing from H up F is heated almost up to atmospheric temperature by the
capillary tubes x, and thus passes away through the drier K and enters mm a.t F at a temperature
only very slightly below atmospheric. For this reason the tubes x are called the " cold regenerator."
The gas entering h contains 3-7 per cent, of NH;j, and this condenses in a liquid form at the
low temperature ( - 60° C. to - 70° C. ) prevailing therein, owing to the surrounding freezing
mixture of solid CO2 and ether. This ammonia can be drawn orT in a liquid form by the tap j, or,
if required in a gaseous form, can be so obtained by opening the outlet valve to a suitable extent.
As the ammonia is withdrawn a fresh supply of nitrogen and hydrogen is added through the
valve O, so that the operation is a continuous one.
In practice, the very serious engineering operations of working continuously a
plant with gas at 200 atmospheres, without leakage, has been got over by carefully
turned screw joints, one part of an angle of 16" C. screwing into another part of an
angle of 20°, so that perfectly gas-tight connections were made in this way. For
special details of construction the original memoirs should be consulted.
Haber and his co-workers have made numerous experiments on the most suitable catalysts to
use as contact substances, describing the results of experiments with cerium and allied metals,
manganese, tungsten, uranium, ruthenium, and osmium. The best catatyst proved to be finely
divided osmium, but as this substance is limited in quantities and very expensive, it was found
that uranium (pieces the size of a pin's head) also acted efficiently.
Thus, in one series of experiments, commercial uranium, broken up with a hammer, was
used in a column 4-5 mm. diameter and 3-3.5 cm. long. At 600° C. a vigorous formation of
ammonia took place. At 190 atmospheres and with the gas mixture passing through the
apparatus at 20 1. per second (measured at atmospheric pressure and temperature) it issued with
an ammonia contents of 5.8 per cent, by volume.
The nitrogen can be obtained from the atmosphere, either by liquefying it
and fractionally distilling it with a Linde or Claude machine, as described in
Martin's " Industrial Chemistry,'7 Vol. II., or simply by passing air over heated
copper. The hydrogen can be obtained industrially by any of the methods
discussed in Martin's " Industrial Chemistry," Vol. II.
In 1913 ammonia in the form of commercial 25 per cent. (NH.,) ammonium sulphate possesses
a value of 4-75d. per Ib. (89 Pf. per kilo), while the nitrogen and hydrogen contained therein may
be valued at i.O7d. per Ib. (2^ Pf. and 17^- Pf. for the H and N respectively, in I kilo of ammonia).
It has been stated that the total costs of manufacturing ammonium sulphate from this synthetic
ammonia only amounts to £2. 6s. 6d. per ton, and so the process appears to be the one which has
a greater chance of success as regards low cost than any other method yet proposed, especially as
the plant can be erected anywhere (see p. 28).
Other Processes for Making- Synthetic Ammonia from Atmospheric Nitrogen and
Hydrogen. — De I/ambilly (German Patents, 74,274 and 78,573) passes a mixture of N2, steam,
Ho and CO over Pt (or other catalyst) at 8o°-i30° C., when ammonium formate is formed (N,, + 3Ha
+~2CO + 2HoO = H.COONH4). With CO.> at 4O°-6o° C. ammonium bicarbonate is formed
Schlutius (English Patent, 2,200/02) passes Dowson gas (39 per cent. CO, 4 per cent. CO2»
43 per cent. No, 14 per cent. H2) and steam over Pt in the presence of a silent electrical
discharge. Below 80° NH;} is produced, above 80° C. ammonium formate.

